
 

 

The Rings of Jupiter:  

Their Possible Origin as a Destroyed Cometary Body 
 

During the past few years, planetary science has been able to examine or infer by remote sensing, ring 

systems orbiting all known Jovian planets. These ring systems range from very simple, as illustrated by 

the rings of Uranus, or extremely complex, as shown by the system in orbit around Saturn. Despite this 

new data, which includes close-up examination by unmanned Pioneer and Voyager spacecraft, no 

definitive theory exists to explain all of the dynamic forces which come into play to create such systems .It 

could therefore be argued that different origins and circumstances may be responsible for their creation. 

This work is presented to examine one possible origin for the ring system presently in orbit around the 

planet Jupiter. 
 

 The best candidate for destructive ring creation in Jupiter’s orbit in historical times is a comet by 

the name of Lexall1. Charles Messier in Paris discovered this magnitude 17 object on June 14, 1770 while 

looking for comets near the planet Jupiter. At the time the comet was located some 0.21 Au from Earth 

(19,530,000 miles) and brightened rapidly as it neared both the sun and the earth. It came closest to earth 

on July 2, 1770 at some 1,395,000 miles. After July 4th it was lost in the suns glare. Alexander Pingre took 

Messier’s positions and at first computed a parabolic orbit for the comet. After perihelion, the comet was 

again sighted on Aug. 3 by Messier but it was only faintly visible. The comet was last seen on October 3, 

1770, by telescope and then faded from view2.  

 After the last observations were completed, attempts were made to compute a parabolic orbit from 

available positions, but no parabola would fit the observations. In 1779, after many tries, Anders Lexell 

succeeded in computing an elliptical orbit and demonstrated that the comet had a period of only 5.6 years. 

Due to these computations, questions arose as to why the comet had not been seen prior to Messier’s 1770 

observations, since it was so bright in that year and easily visible to the naked eye. Lexell further 

calculated the comet had passed Jupiter on July 27, 1779 at 0.0015 Au (139,500 miles) and predicted that 

the comet was then placed in a totally different orbit, with a period of 260 years3.  

 
 

 This new orbit would bring it back to the vicinity of the sun in the year 2030 if indeed the comet 

survived its close brush with the Jovian giant. In 1806, Professor Burckharilt verified Lexell’s 

calculations on how close the object had come to Jupiter in 1779. In 1967, E. I. Kazimirchak-Polonskaya 

showed that the comet had passed only 0.02 Au (1,860,000 miles) from Jupiter on its  March 27, 1767 



 

 

pass which decreased the period from 10 years to 5.6 years calculated by Lexell and confirmed that the 

comet could not have been observed before 1770 due to its wide orbit around the sun. The perihelion 

distance decreased in 1767 from 3.3 Au to only 0.67 Au, which made the comet not only visible for the 

first time from Earth, but placed it in an orbit which took it very close to the Earth in 1770. The Jupiter 

pass of July 1779 has one other important piece of evidence. If the calculation for the distance is correct at 

139,500 miles, then that supposed flyby would place the comet well within the planet’s Roche limit as 

well as very near where a ring system exists today! If incorrect, the pass could very well have been much 

closer, and therefore that much easier to destroy the cometary body.  

 
 If the rings are of cometary origin, then a close examination of the known ring systems should 

show similarities and great differences. This is what we see in Table 1. As can be seen in Table 1, all of 

the ring systems of Jovian planets are well within the Roche limits of their respective planets. The 

systems are composed of separate rings with individual particles in combined orbits and are for the most 

part rocky or carbonaceous material with a covering of ices, not unlike the models proposed for comets. 

Uranus appears to be of material which is devoid of ices. The main difference which separates the Jupiter 



 

 

system from the others is that the particle sizes are much smaller generally and the fact that the rings are 

embedded in a particle halo which reaches to the cloud types. 

 
 The masses of all known ring systems are well within the known cometary masses of 100 to 

10,000 billion tons. The spectra of Jupiter and parts of Saturn’s rings are the only systems which have 

spectrum which closely match those acquired from many comets to include the famous Halley’s Comet. 

However, it is left to Jupiter alone to have a large lens-shaped halo of microscopic particles surrounding 

its rings. This halo has a spectra which is indistinguishable from cometary dust, and it reaches from the 

outer sharp edge of the primary ring to the top of the cloud tops of Jupiter5. This halo, which is some 

20,000 km thick close to the planet, is constantly losing material to Jupiter and therefore must be either 

replenished or of a short-lived nature.  

 Table 2 shows the rings of Jupiter and their relationship to its halo, which is so tenuous that 

Pioneer 11 in 1974 passed through them without any apparent effect. 

 

 
 The outer ring of Jupiter is sheparded by two small satellites known as J14 and J16. These 

satellites orbit on the edge of the system and appear to be made of the same material as the rings and may 

indeed be simply the largest surviving pieces of the destroyed comet. 

 



 

 

 
 In conclusion, the only final solution to the origin of Jupiter’s ring system is to acquire samples, 

for now it can only be shown that at least there is a possibility that they are of cometary origin. Perhaps 

when future spacecrafts visit the system, definitive proof of cometary origin can be shown, and, if we are 

lucky, the actual comet itself can be identified. 

 

Recap of Data Which Could Support Cometary Origin for Jupiter’s Ring System7 

 

A. Comet Lexell’s close approach to Jupiter in 1779 and its subsequent loss from view. 

B. Calculations of the past orbital evolution of several comets led to the discovery that 7 comets 

spent periods of a few months to a few years as captured moons of Jupiter. (Carusi and Valsecchi, 

1980) from (Moons and Planets 1983 P 145). 

C. A Jupiter satellite photographed by Kowal in 1975 and subsequently lost from view may have 

been a captured comet. (Moons and Planets, 1983 P 145) 

D. The Astronomical Body with the largest family of comets and asteroids is Jupiter, therefore it 

follows that Jupiter could have had a close encounter with a comet and captured it and broke it up 

into a ring. 

E. A primordial circum-planetary disk should ultimately develop into a system with exterior 

satellites, rings, and then a gap just above the planet’s surface which is much like what we see 

today around Saturn and Uranus, but is not what is viewed about Jupiter and would tend to 

preclude Jupiter’s material from being in orbit for a great amount of time. 

F. J14 and J16, satellites which orbit Jupiter on the edge of the ring system, appear to be made of the 

same material as the rings and may indeed be simply the largest surviving pieces of the destroyed 

comet. 

G. Jupiter’s rings are continuous until the cloud tops. In contrast, the other ring systems of Saturn and 

Uranus are separated from their planets and seem to be comprised of discrete ribbons of material. 

H. For a ring system containing many particles, damping of the orbital motions into a plan happens 

rapidly, and perhaps in only hundreds of years, and continually, as many particles struck each 

other creating a flat disk. 



 

 

I. An immediate implication of brief particle orbital lifetimes is that the small particles population 

must be regenerated continually if the ring is to be a permanent feature of the system. The system 

could very well be a new feature just developing, and not an old permanent feature. 
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